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TV SHOW SCENARIO

Frame structure, idea and ideology for future Reality TV show working scenario. 
Various tattle names. 

1. Threshold of Golden Era 

2. Mystery and Predictions of Mayan calendar

3. The Voice of a Vanished Civilization

4. Two Worlds Meeting

5. The Last Chance to Save the World

6. Thirteen Crystal Sculls - The Voice of a Vanished Civilization

7. Who Will Save the World?

8. The Golden Era - Mayan Calendar Predictions

9. Thirteen by Four  - 13 x 4 

Any combinations of above phrases in any order in full or partially is reserved. 

Ideological base for reality TV show scenario. 
In the coming threshold of 2012, which ends on the Fifth Millennial calendar of ancient
Indians Maya, many of the questions scientists and researchers of a vanished
ambitious civilization, have yet to be answered.

 
What is going to happened to humanity and what will the New Era bring? According to
the predictions of the ancient calendar, the legends as well as according to believes of
Mayan Shamans, our planet will face a New Golden Era.  This new Era will bring the
consolidation of humanity, reconsideration of the passed and will find a new way of
seen the philosophy of world structures by mankind.  So far the philosophy of the
human society is based on the principals of survival by distraction of the competitors to
reserve resources, food and territory necessary for the particular group future
generation's life. The new Era it's a humanity wake-up time for a global consolidation of
good will in search for a solution to exist in lasting peace. 

Birth of the new life model requires the old model must be destroyed.  An interim period
from destruction of the old to the birth of new will be not simple period.  Forces of the new



and old quantum can enter in to the conflict.   The interim period has already begun.  The
first signs of it we can note by witnessing the effect of the destruction of old economics
models, politics, social relationships and many other areas of human life. The planet's
climate changes carry changes in the organism of all Earth’s population, all Earth’s living
beings. Shamans of a few Indian nations who populated the ancient land of Yucatan (the
territory that once belonged to the perished civilization of Mayans and Aztecs) says that
the transitive time will inaugurate the comprehension of the passed, the presents and the
future of our planet.  Information search and awakening consciousness will give force for
development of new social changes, peace building and cohesion of humanity. 

The ancient Mayans believe that the date of December 21, 2012 the Earth's axis should
change its inclination to the different degree and to prevent irreversible disastrous changes
52 crystal skulls ( 4 sets of 13 skulls each) must be found and gathered in one place.  Each
of the 13 skulls is a separate encyclopedia left by the past human existence for us in this
age, who exist on earth today.   Information is stored in memory of the crystals.  Collection
of all skulls in one place is a consolidation of enormous energy and knowledge that could
change permanently all history, past as well as future, of mankind on the planet and
prevent catastrophic destruction. 

Mayans prophecy that the skulls were left to humanity of this era as a chance to survive.
The skulls found and gathered in one place before December 21, 2012.  Many secrets and
mysteries will be unraveled, the many questions that have been raised humankind from
within the centuries and millenniums, will finally be answered with clarity that could not be
understood during even our recent past.  We, the modern people of the Earth, must find
these answers.  An example of such awakening of modern people to secret knowledge
from the passed can be found in an ancient Hebrew book  Zoar which is the part of most
secret Hebrew book Cabala that has existed for many centuries. However, excess to the
information of Zoar book was permitted for people only after the years following 2000.
Today's study of this book is widely progressing among the orthodox Jews. 

The leading idea for the show creation. 

At this time we can note the beginning of the briefly calm political stand-off between the
dominated world Countries. Both major and minor world powers express mistrust and
aggression.  The arrested issues of old conflicts are awakening, and new issues are
beginning to emerging.  In light of these disturbing signs of the new world changes, these
television show are intended demonstrate the idea of the cohesion and brotherhood among
peoples of the world, however, the prime goal is to save the world from destruction as
foreseen in to the predictions of the new Golden Era by ancient and vanished civilizations.

To achieve that goal in a game, mixed teams from various countries around the world
will show their best qualities:  humanity, mutual support, skills, proficiency, intellect,
knowledge, understanding, physical abilities and endurance.  There will be no losers. 
All be the winners and all must work to achieve its objective:  to find and bring 52



mysterious skull in one place, reveal secret predictions of the ancient calendar, which
result in discovery of lost truths that can save mankind. 

The main participating countries involved will be Russia, USA, England, Belize and
Israel. Participation any other countries is not limited and are strongly encourged.

 
Teams will be composed by representatives of the different professions and religions.
Renowned scientists, politicians, historians, archaeologists, philosophers, teachers,
journalists, artists, writers, musicians, military, cosmonauts and other representatives.
In other words —— the bloom of the modern humanity. The representatives of actors,
cinema and the theatre celebrities, the stars of show business, as well as athletes with
a world name will not be invited as the teams. Above-mentioned professionals may
be deployed as a consultants, jury members, for entertaining part of the program or
working on the final scenario. 

The ideological objective of a this reality TV show. 

1. To show unity among best representatives mankind from different countries in the
peaceful achievement of the global goal for good of all people on the planet. 

2. Cognitive goal. The program is built on the historical data different epochs in
Central American and ancient Mayan civilization. Will be talk about ethnics,
philosophy, religion, achievements of science in the ancient Mayan and Aztec
peoples, in particular, and the major milestones stages in the development of
mankind as a whole. 

3. Entertaining purpose. In flow to show the participants of the teams will pass
through the different tests of spirit and physical abilities, to show their skills and
intellectual capabilities, to pass through dangers and adventures, the retrieval of
acquaintances and treasure —— all these elements are called to attract greatest
viewer's interest to the program.  The show will demonstrate the nature beauties of
the ancient Mayan land to the broad circle of the audience in the different countries
of world will be aesthetic and entertaining purpose for this show.

Philosophical and religious purpose of the TV show.

Urge the audience and teem participants to rethink their life, raise a new questions and
perhaps find answers to the already existing issues. 

Environmental objective. Show the uniqueness and fragile ecological system of
the nature-jungle and Sea, animal life and plants and stress the need for all urgent
measures to preserve the contest for future generations.



Commercial Purpose of the TV show. 

1. To show tourism potential of Belize to the European and Russian markets,
popularization of the tour routes, attraction for foreign investment in Belize. 

2. Sale Extreme tours based on all 4 routes that will be used by the teams
participating in this television show. 

3. Sale final product, which is namely reality TV show to the television
networks around the world.

Filming Location 

Belize, Central America, land of ancient Indians Maya. The filming will be held on the
mainland in the jungle and mountains, as well as on the Sea of the islands and in the
Caribbean Sea. 

Mainland 

1. Ruins of famous cities Caracol, Lubaantun (here was found one of the most
well knowing crystal skull named (The Mitchell-Hedges Crystal Skull), Lamanai,
Altun Ha, Xunantunich and other ancient Mayan cities. 

2. Jungle.  National reserves and parks such as Mountain Pine Ridge, Rio FRIO
falls, Hidden Valley National Park, Blue Hole National Park, Guacamallo military
training camp and other places in the jungle surrounded by the waterfalls,
tropical rivers, mountains and impassable jungle.

3.  Caves.  Cave Las Coevas termed by the National Geographic channel as a
self long cave system in Central America, by the span of 11 miles. This not well
studied underground system hide in itself the multitude of puzzles and by
shocking beauty stalactites and stalagmite formations, complex for passing. Till
now only several person venture to go to the bitter end. 

Chechem Ha. A small cave in the mountains of Belize, is famous so that it left many
consumer goods ancient Indians leaved behind and where they have been conducted
religious ceremonies. Its located in very little accessible place, at the top almost vertical
hill with rocky bluff . To get there for not skilled man will be very challenging. 

Aktun Tuniohic Muknas. One of the most complex to pass caves of Belize. Without
specialized training and aquipment this cave to pass is impossible. In the cave are
found the ancient burials of Mayan royalties. In its bosom is found female skeleton.
According to the legent, this skeleton is remains of the Mayan princess fetched in
sacrifice to gods. Likewise here are found the subjects of everyday life and the religious
utensil of Mayan Indians, intended age which 2-3 thousand years old. 



Black Hole. One of the most profound sinking holes in Belize. At the bottom of it you
can see the entrance to the gigantic cave. Lowering depth of the sinking hole is 140
feet. Without special repelling equipment come down to the bottom of the sinking hole
is not possible. Its walls made of the rocky bluff limestone walls. Most powerful spirit
can dare to descent. 

Mayan villages. On the country south in Districts Toledo located few villages of today
Mayans, in which live of modern Maya people who is speaking only on the ancient
language" kekchi". This Mayans stick to the ancient traditions and ceremonies,
preforming the ancient celebrations, are wearing in national clothes, women go having
not covering the upper parts of body. In villages exist present shamans and
medicineman. 

The Belizean Marine Coast. 

1. Uninhabited island in Belize waters, the most closely situated to one of 3 atolls
and to coral reef. 

2. Blue Hole. 

Marine sinking hole in Caribbean sea on atoll Lighthouse. The most popular in the
world place for diving, unique submarine cave, radius by 1000 feet and by depth in
145 feet, with submarine stalactites, with a unique sea world of fishes, mollusks and
crabs. The first explorer of Blue Hole was legendary adventurer beginning of the 20
centuries, captain Crusso. 

3. Place of the sinked ancient Spanish galleys. 4. Place of residence first English
Baymen and other pirates in the river mouths in Belize.

Composition of teams. 

Total of 5 teams will participate in the the TV shows game. Filming will be maintained in
real time. 

The first team —— Aztecs. Military team, the international team of special forces
military units from around the world. The team will be composed of representatives of
the different sexes. 

The second team —— Pirates. Exclusively Mens team, which will include
representatives from different countries, religions and professions. 

The third team —— Conquistadors. International team composed with oposit sexes,
consisting of representatives from different countries, religios and professions. 

4-th team —— Amazon. Women’s team only of the representatives from different
countries, well-known writers, journalists, political leaders, military-women, pilots,
astronauts, scientists, historians and archaeologists. Fifth team —— Mayan Indians.



Participants are submitted several contemporary Shamans Maya from different
countries in the region and their assistants. Assistants are representatives from modern
Mayan Indians that will serve as guides and messengers, as well as detention of a
ancient treasures. 

Mission for the teams. 

Four teams: Aztecs, Pirates, Conquistadors, Amazon —— firstly, will be looking for
ancient map, which will contain information about different places, where hidden crystal
skulls. According to the ancient Mayan lores there is 4 sets of 13 crystal skulls each, all
together 52 skulls. Each set is contain 12 small skulls in the circle and one large one in
the middle. Ones upon the time the 13 skulls sets were kept in a secret places at the
main Mayan ancient temples in the special Holy arks. 

In the course of the centuries, wars and global changes in life of the bygone civilization
they were lost. And only when all 13 skulls will be getter, they will begin to beam an
enormous energy force. This is not only physical energy, it is a knowledge energy force,
space-based energy. Each team must find and bring together one set of 13 crystal
skulls. 

The fifth team, the Mayan Shamans, are the ideological guides for other 4 teams. The
Shamans will establish work assignments, will puzzle the team with a riddles, suggest
towards finding, advise and exhort to help to find the skulls, check and test of the spirit
and resilience of the teams. They are also a custodians of the skulls and are the ones
who knows how to get them and where they are hidden. Therefore, in the contest the
shamans will provide home for each phase of the competitions and assignments teams
at each particular phase of the program. They will salute the teams who did
successfully reached the end of particular phase of the competition and well provide the
following task. 

Competitions and assignments, which will the shamans groups vocalize for the teams,
will be based on facts of ancient Mayan history, its life issues, philosophy, scientific
knowledge of the architecture, military, mathematics and astronomy. This assignments
will also be based on the facts from the history of the postcolombien era in the
development of the region, such as the colonial period with the pirates and
conquistadors invasion, which did make massive changes in Mayans and Aztecs life
and the Central American region. 

In the course of the show for the teams will be obtain a intellectual Quiz for a
competitions, in which will include questions about knowledge of the Mayan and Aztecs
ancient Country geography, their towns and cities, military cookery, way of life,
traditions and other aspects of their lives and scientific achievements. Teams also will
be achieving the extreme competitions-assignment, in which participants will
demonstrate abilities to survive in jungle, orientation in forest and on the sea to
overcome obstacles on their fairways related to the physical capacity of the team
members and abilities to survive in extreme conditions. Competitors will demonstrate



their trick, adroitness, bravery, nobleness, self-sacrifice, mutual aid, intellect and other
capabilities of modern people. 

At the end of each phase of the competitions the parties, each individually, will earn
their points. The points will be counted in terms of the complexity of each tasks, the
difficult course toward the goal, speed of the assignment, requested assistance from
other teams. Each team will use their own map and will follow their own way. But in
achieving the goal commands can request help from other teams, including Mayan
shamans. 

Semifinal part of the competition will end at the time when all 4 sets of 13 skulls were
being found and identified in the right place, namely in temples, where their interaction
with each other will be the best to achieve higher energy point. 

The participants of the finals can be only the individual members who were successfully
receive the greatest competition semi-final scores. 

The final part of the program, namely the quiz based on principals of a question-
answer, begins immediately after counting the points earned by each specific team
member in the semi-final part of the program, i.e. after finding and the placing all 4 kits
of the crystal sculls in to the temples. The winner will be a person, who did gain more
points for the entire participating period for this program. 

The main prize winner. Cash gift in 1 million dollars, or equivalent in the amount to the
form of real estate in Belize. Can be considered other prizes equivalent in value deliver
US dollars. 

Additional prizes other participants: 

The best adroit member 

the bravest one. 

The brightest one. 

Best guide 

The most charming member 

The noble one 

The everlasting one 

The best erudite Price prizes will be established by the sponsors and advertisers of
the project.

The judges team. 

The main archaeologist of Belize Jimmy Awe, Minister of the Tourism of Belize, the



representative of ministry of the tourism from Russia, the representatives of the military
ministries of Russia, Belize, USA of and other participating countries, leaders or
producers of other popular reality shows from different countries, leading scientists in
archeology and history, movie stars. 

Author —— Dzulietta Vilenski. 


